It is shown that any normal state (p of a von Neumann algebra 972 with a cyclic and separating vector W satisfying (p^.la) ¥ for some />0 has a representative vector 0 a in Fp for each ae [0,1/2] and 0 a = Q a ¥ for a Q a e9# satisfying ||QJ|^/
for Imze [0, 2a] and of a (Q a )^0, where <rf denotes the modular automorphisms of Sft relative to !P.
The special case a=0 gives the non-commutative Radon-Nikodym derivative of Sakai [7] . The case a = 1/4 gives the Radon-Nikodym derivative satisfying the chain rule [2] . §2. An Application of Carlson's Uniqueness Theorem Let f(z) be holomorphic for Rez^O and of exponential type: |f(z)| i for some T>0 and M>0. Let Proof. Let E be the projection onto the null space of S. By set-
Hence EQ(f)(l-E)=0. Replacing Q by £)*, f by f* and taking the adjoint, we also have
Since the set of Q(f) is dense in 9K by (2.7), we have £e9K'. Now the proof of Lemma 1 holds for x, y e E|>, and hence we have (2.9) whenever f e &(K), Q e 9J£, x e £ §, j; e £ §, x is in the domain of e zl°9S E and j; in the domain of e* lo * s E. Setting z = l/2, and using 
-u(T)*u(T) is the projection onto the kernel of T and hence onto the kernel of S = T*T. By the proof of Lemma 2, (3.9) implies that [Q(f),u(T)*u(T)]=0. Hence (3.11) implies u(T) = u(T)u(T)*u(T)Q(f ) = u(T)Q(f ) .

Hence u(T)eSR'.
A similar proof holds for A^A^ and AfyB^ where 501 is replaced by W.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 5. The vectors Q.E.D. for all x and >' in the domain of |T|". By replacing \T\ by |T|", geSR by Q'eW 9 a+ ia by af_ ia and setting a = 1/2 in the proof of Lemma 6, we obtain Q.E.D.
